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My Grandparents / Mis abuelos - Thessaly Catt 2010-08-15
Many traditions are set through the relationships we have with our
grandparents. With an engaging English narrative atop and a standard
Latin-American Spanish translation beneath, this book explores the
interesting relationship between children and grandparents.
Kids and Grandparents - Ann Love 2000
A funfilled activity book brimming with games, crafts, recipes, and
projectsmany of which grandparents will remember doing when they
were childrenhelps bridge the generation gap between youngsters and
their grandparents.
Tangerines and Tea, My Grandparents and Me - Ona Gritz 2005-08
Presents the letters of the alphabet using alliterative rhymes, from
"apples to share in the crisp autumn air" to "zithers and guitars beneath
zillions of stars."
Who's in My Family Tree? - Mike Jackson 2011-09
Looking through their family photograph album, Grandma explains to her
grandchildren the lives of their parents, grandparents and greatgrandparents. Includes activities. Suggested level: junior, primary.
Their Promised Land - Ian Buruma 2016-01-19
A family history of surpassing beauty and power: Ian Buruma’s account
of his grandparents’ enduring love through the terror and separation of
two world wars During the almost six years England was at war with
Nazi Germany, Winifred and Bernard Schlesinger, Ian Buruma’s
grandparents, and the film director John Schlesinger's parents, were, like
so many others, thoroughly sundered from each other. Their only
recourse was to write letters back and forth. And write they did, often
every day. In a way they were just picking up where they left off in 1918,
at the end of their first long separation because of the Great War that
swept Bernard away to some of Europe’s bloodiest battlefields. The
thousands of letters between them were part of an inheritance that
ultimately came into the hands of their grandson, Ian Buruma. Now, in a
labor of love that is also a powerful act of artistic creation, Ian Buruma
has woven his own voice in with theirs to provide the context and
counterpoint necessary to bring to life, not just a remarkable marriage,
but a class, and an age. Winifred and Bernard inherited the high
European cultural ideals and attitudes that came of being born into
prosperous German-Jewish émigré families. To young Ian, who would
visit from Holland every Christmas, they seemed the very essence of
England, their spacious Berkshire estate the model of genteel English
country life at its most pleasant and refined. It wasn’t until years later
that he discovered how much more there was to the story. At its heart,
Their Promised Land is the story of cultural assimilation. The
Schlesingers were very British in the way their relatives in Germany
were very German, until Hitler destroyed that option. The problems of
being Jewish and facing anti-Semitism even in the country they loved
were met with a kind of stoic discretion. But they showed solidarity when
it mattered most. As the shadows of war lengthened again, the
Schlesingers mounted a remarkable effort, which Ian Buruma describes
movingly, to rescue twelve Jewish children from the Nazis and see to
their upkeep in England. Many are the books that do bad marriages
justice; precious few books take readers inside a good marriage. In Their
Promised Land, Buruma has done just that; introducing us to a couple
whose love was sustaining through the darkest hours of the century.
Look for Ian's new book, A Tokyo Romance, in March, 2018.
My Family - Claudia Harrington 2015-09-01
My Family is a new picture book series in which young readers will
explorefamily diversity in an approachable, gentle manner through the
eyes of second grader Lenny. When its time to report on the Student of
the Week, Lenny visits his classmates' homes to take pictures and get to
know them better. Through innocent interactions, he discovers new
friendshipsand more important, he learns love makes a family. Aligned to
Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Looking
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Family World: My Grandparents - Caryn Jenner 2017-04-11
'My Grandparents' is part of the 'Family World' series. It looks at key
family members and the variety of roles that they play in children's lives
all around the world. Each book has easy-to-follow sentences with simple
questions to open up discussion. They are packed with engaging photos
of families all over the world for the reader to explore. Who is in your
family? Do you have grandparents? All around the world people have
grandparents. How are they like your grandparents? How are they
different? In this book, find out about grandparents and their families all
around the world.
The Breakup Bible - Rachel Sussman 2011-12-27
Breakups are an unfortunate but inevitable part of every woman’s life,
and there’s no denying that the heartache experienced after the ending
of a serious relationship can be excruciating. But it doesn’t have to feel
insurmountable, and there is always hope to be found. In The Breakup
Bible, psychotherapist and breakup expert Rachel Sussman reveals the
secrets every woman needs to get her life back on track. Drawing on
hundreds of counseling sessions she’s conducted with women at all
stages of recovery, Sussman developed a proven 3-phase process for
healing from a breakup. The Breakup Bible takes women through
Healing, Understanding, and Transformation, with new perspectives and
advice from real, healed women at each step. Sussman’s plan for getting
over the end of a relationship is revolutionary and sound, complete with
steps for creating a personalized Love Map, a vital and groundbreaking
tool for moving on after a breakup. The Breakup Bible proves that it is
possible to not only survive a breakup, but to emerge from one as an
even stronger, empowered woman.
MEANINGFUL CONVERSATIONS WITH MY GRANDPARENTS. - KORIE.
HEROLD 2022
My Family Vacation - Dayal Kaur Khalsa 2003-03-11
This warm, nostalgic tale and the author’s brilliantly colored paintings
evoke a real sense of time and place and family fun that children and
parents alike will find irresistible. May and her parents and her older
brother Richie are off to Florida – May’s first vacation far from home.
After a long hot drive, full of fights with Richie, they reach their
destination. Ahead lie sunny days filled with new adventures and
unexpected pleasures that will bring May and Richie closer together. And
when they get home, her Florida vacation is a happy memory for May all
winter long.
Recovering from Genocidal Trauma - Myra Giberovitch 2014-01-01
Recovering from Genocidal Trauma is a comprehensive guide to
understanding Holocaust survivors and responding to their needs. In it,
Myra Giberovitch documents her twenty-five years of working with
Holocaust survivors as a professional social worker, researcher,
educator, community leader, and daughter of Auschwitz survivors.
My Family Tree - Trouble'D Thoughts 2014-12-04
This story follows the life of Daniel Goodman IV. Daniel looks back on his
life when his son asks him about slavery and racism after learning about
it in school.
My Grandparents Love Me - Claire Freedman 2016-08-30
From the illustrator of I Love Dad and I Love Mom comes a joyful
celebration of grandparents everywhere and the special bonds they share
with their grandchildren. I’m off to Gran and Grandpa’s, with a big smile
on my face. I always feel wrapped up in love, when I stay at their place!
A visit to Gran and Grandpa’s is always a special time filled with sweet
treats, fun, and love.
My Grandparents - Claudia Harrington 2015-08-01
My Grandparents is the story of a normal day in Layla's life. When
classmate Lenny visits her home, he discovers Layla lives with her
grandparents. Who taught her how to use a telescope? Grams! Who
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cooks her dinner? Grampa! Who tells her bedtime stories? Grams and
Grampa! Lenny realizes love makes a family. Aligned to Common Core
standards and correlated to state standards. Looking Glass Library is an
imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.
The Tapestry of Life : Biographies of My Grandparents - Shabnam
Ahmed 2014-07-16
Like most of us, I have always had the powerful desire to learn about my
family history. Knowing about our past, our ancestors, and experiences
that mould our lives can give us a deeper understanding of who we are
and how we fit into the greater tapestry of life. I am very fortunate to
have all four grandparents living near me, constantly in my life, guiding
me and weaving their wisdom from generation to generation, not only
through genes and family traditions, but their love, example and lessons.
Grandparents' Memory Book - Teri Harrison 1997-08-01
A Grandparent's memories give younger generations a chance to step
into the past, as well as understand and appreciate the present. This
collection of funny and insightful questions for grandparents will become
an instant keepsake to treasure for generations.
My Grandparents Are Special - Jennifer Moore-Mallinos 2006
Describes the relationships between grandparents and their
grandchildren.
Me and My Family Tree - Joan Sweeney 2018-09-18
Where am I on my family tree? A beloved bestseller that shows children
how to understand their place among their relatives, now refreshed with
new art from Emma Trithart. Who is part of your family? How are they
related to you? In this edition of Me and My Family Tree, with new art by
Emma Trithart, a young girl uses simple language, her own childlike
drawings, and diagrams to explain how the members of her family are
related to each other and to her. Clear, colorful, detailed artwork and a
fill-in family tree in the back help make the parts of the family--from
siblings to grandparents to cousins--understandable to very young
readers.
My Grandparents - Claudia Harrington 2016
Lenny follows Layla for a school project and learns what it is like to live
with grandparents.
Forgiveness - Mark Sakamoto 2014-06-03
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER When the Second World War broke out,
Ralph MacLean chose to escape his troubled life on the Magdalen Islands
in eastern Canada and volunteer to serve his country overseas.
Meanwhile, in Vancouver, Mitsue Sakamoto saw her family and her
stable community torn apart after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
Like many young Canadian soldiers, Ralph was captured by the Japanese
army. He would spend the war in prison camps, enduring pestilence,
beatings and starvation, as well as a journey by hell ship to Japan to
perform slave labour, while around him his friends and countrymen
perished. Back in Canada, Mitsue and her family were expelled from
their home by the government and forced to spend years eking out an
existence in rural Alberta, working other people's land for a dollar a day.
By the end of the war, Ralph emerged broken but a survivor. Mitsue,
worn down by years of back-breaking labour, had to start all over again
in Medicine Hat, Alberta. A generation later, at a high school dance,
Ralph's daughter and Mitsue's son fell in love. Although the war toyed
with Ralph's and Mitsue's lives and threatened to erase their humanity,
these two brave individuals somehow surmounted enormous
transgressions and learned to forgive. Without this forgiveness, their
grandson Mark Sakamoto would never have come to be.
Frida Kahlo. The Complete Paintings - TASCHEN 2021-05-15
Frida Kahlo, Mexican artist and champion of justice and women's rights,
transformed the pain and suffering of her life into enduringly powerful
paintings. This XXL monograph brings together all of Kahlo's 152
paintings in stunning reproductions.
My Grandparents' Journeys from Safed and Vienna - Eli Leyton
2017-11-27
My brother recorded my parents lives more than thirty years ago.
Immigrant Secrets - John Francis Mancini 2021-10-06
Like many of their greatest generation compadres, my parents, Joseph
and Sallyann, quickly headed from New York City to the suburbs in the
1950s shortly after they were married. They arrived in New Jersey, and
began their own personal population explosion, having six kids-John,
June, Joseph, Jennifer, Jeffrey, and Jeanne-within an eleven-year span.
Yes, all Js. It was a typical story of life in the suburbs. Imagine the
television show The Wonder Years set in New Jersey, and you can get the
picture. On The Wonder Years, you always had a feeling there was some
untold story concerning Kevin's father Jack and his father. Bit by bit over
the years, the backstory is revealed. Kevin's father was born in 1927. He
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grew up during the Great Depression, served in the US Marine Corps
during the Korean War, and worked as a product distribution manager at
NORCOM, a somewhat mysterious large military defense company.
Later, he started his own business building and selling handcrafted
furniture. In the last episode, it was revealed that he died of a heart
attack in 1975. There are certain parallels. My father was born in 1925.
He grew up during the Great Depression, served in the US Navy during
WWII and worked as a business analyst at Union Carbide, a somewhat
mysterious large chemical company. Later, he started his own business
with a friend, but I have no idea what they did. In my father's last
episode, he had a heart attack in New York City in 1987 shortly after
officially retiring. There is one significant difference between Jack Arnold
in the Wonder Years and my father. My father had no "backstory." My
father never mentioned his family. Never. We only knew - or thought we
knew - that his parents died in the 1930s. Unless you knew my father -the consummate family man -- you will have no idea how weird this was.
And therein are the seeds of my quest to unravel our family history
mystery. In a pair of ship manifests, I discovered my father's parents, a
pair of Italian immigrants arriving at Ellis Island in the early 1920s,
intent on grabbing their share of the American dream. In the 1930
Census, I found a family of four - my grandparents, my father and his
brother -- with a tenuous foothold on that dream, operating a small fruit
stand in Manhattan. After that, I had mostly frustrating dead-ends -- until
the release of the 1940 Census. My grandparents magically reappeared
in the Census - but as "inmates" at the Rockland Insane Asylum, never to
reemerge. And through my entire lifetime until my father's death, there
was no mention that he had an extended family of aunts and uncles and
cousins, all living within driving distance. What happened? Who were
these people? How did their lives go so awry? And why all the secrecy?
This is a story about my efforts to use genealogy to discover the truth
about our family and a reflection on the impact of secrets on our lives. It
is also the story of what it means to be an immigrant - and the impact
that "otherness" and mental illness can have on the vulnerable. And
lastly, it is my attempt to think through the "why" and "how" of my
father, 34 years after his death.
Messages from My Grandparents... in Heaven - Andrea R. Freeman
2016-02-23
The passing of a loved one is never easy. There can be so many words
left unsaid or plans still not arranged. It sometimes happens suddenly;
sometimes it’s just a matter of days. Among the many types of
relationships that are hardest to face, losing a grandparent can be
agonizing. They are the grounding, the bedrock of your family. Your idols
suddenly aren’t physically there anymore. However, the connection
doesn’t end here on earth. As a Certified Angel Card Reader and Angelic
Life Coach with intuitive abilities, Andrea R. Freeman has encountered
her grandparents’ never-ending messages all around her. She knows that
they are well, safe, and guiding her always. You can experience this bond
as well. The question is, Are you noticing the signs? Messages from My
Grandparents ... in Heaven will take you on a spiritual healing journey
toward rediscovering your connection with your grandparents that goes
way beyond your memories with them on earth. Once you begin, you will
distinguish methods in which your grandparents are connecting with
you, with the help of your guardian angels; embrace your intuitive
abilities to be receptive of your grandparents’ and guardian angels’
energies; find clarity, comfort, and restored balance in knowing you’re
not imagining the messages/signs that you are receiving; and learn new
ways you can enhance the connection with your grandparents. Your
grandparents are still with you each and every step you take in life—ever
patient and always ready as you begin your days of healing. Let them
begin today!
Grandparents - Gil McNeil 2009-10-13
Grandparents. - what would we do without them? They come in all
shapes and sizes but with their wise words and kind ways they can be a
source of inspiration and encouragement like no other. Here Britain's
national treasures share their personal anecdotes about grandparents.
Some recollect fond childhood memories of their Granny or Granddad,
while others share with us their own experiences of what it is like to be a
grandparent. Both hugely entertaining and heart warming, this
wonderful celebration is the perfect gift for a much-loved grandparent.
My Grandparents - Mary Auld 2004-01-04
Explains, in brief text and illustrations, the meaning of the term
"grandparent" and describes the role of grandparents in a family and
their relationship with their grandchildren.
My Family, My Self - Sharon Ann Thorne 2016-04-05
This is my first book and is intended for family and close friends. The
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older I get the more I regret that I didn't ask my parents and
grandparents more about their lives. My grandmothers were in their 20s
when women got the vote. Did they care? What did they think about
that? Nana's father died before she was born. Her mother had to raise
six young children in a small town in Texas in the late 19th century. How
did she manage? To the dismay of her parents, my mother eloped at 18
instead of going on to Stanford where she had been admitted. Grandpa
lost his mother at a young age and gained a stepmother that he
apparently didn't like. How did my grandparents meet and what
attracted them to each other? What kind of weddings did they have? My
questions are endless. I'll never get them answered. The stories would be
precious to know. In this spirit I offer these family stories for readers I
know and for all others in the future.
Generations - 1990

alone.
Activists: Lessons from my Grandparents - Lisa Croft 2015-02-22
How fortunate we were to have role models, someone to learn from and
admire, to connect with and develop through their influence. My
grandparents campaigned and challenged discrimination, they promoted
equality and freedom. They were inspirational, it is only many years after
their deaths that I found out what truly remarkable people they were.
They came from opposite classes but both had a united belief in making
the world a better place. They were Socialists and Activists and they
educated us four grandchildren with their patience and love.
Mis abuelos y yo / My Grandparents and I - Samuel Caraballo 2004-11-30
This ode to family depicts the special influence of a young boyÍs
grandparents in his life. His voice rings as he catalogs the various ways
his grandparents impact him. Through gentle verse, Caraballo strings the
joys of this quiet relationship: weekends spent throwing parties in the
kitchen with delectable desserts, strolls to the museums and historic
sites, and sprinting through the spray of a water hose in the backyard.
Set in Puerto Rico, the book, too, pays homage to a unique childhood on
the island, colored by descriptions of El Morro, the cruise-liners and big
freighters in the ocean, and frolicking in the sea with stingrays. The
verses sparkle with this island song, flitting from the joys of the seaside
to the cool nights under the stars. Caraballo introduces the reader, aged
3 to 7, to a strong grandparent and grandchild relationship.
Complemented by vibrant illustrations, this is a book to share with a
child on a very special day.
Grandma's Story - Korie Herold 2021-12-21
Preserve your life story and pass it down to your family in this beautiful
keepsake memory book. Grandma's Story is a guided journal thoughtfully
designed to help grandmothers record their special memories and share
them with their grandchildren and family. Designed by bestselling artist
Korie Herold, this keepsake book offers writing prompts and journaling
pages to guide grandmothers along as they record their life’s most
precious moments. This book is the perfect gift for Mother's Day,
birthdays, or any time of year for your grandmother. Sections and
writing prompts include: • Early Childhood: What was your house like
growing up? What were your favorite toys or playtime activities? •
School Years: What did you think you wanted to be when you grew up?
What were you like as a teenager? • Work and Travel: What was your
first job? What family vacations do you remember the most? • Love and
Family: What’s your best relationship advice? How did you feel when you
found out you were going to be a grandfather? • Character and Values:
What do you value most in life? What family values do you hope to pass
down? • Hypotheticals and Curiosities: What's something you wish you
had done differently? What's the best advice you ever received? • Words
of Wisdom: Additional space to write letters to your family Special
features include: • Elegant linen with gold foil cover • Acid-free and
archival paper • Layflat design allows you to easily write in the book •
Carefully developed designs and prompts allow to you reflect and
remember
Me, My Family, Our Lives: A Memoir, and More - David Gerard
2021-11-21
Me, My Family, Our Lives is a memoir about first, me and my life, and
then my family, notably my grandparents, my parents and my brothers
and sisters.
Because Your Grandparents Love You - Andrew Clements 2015
Grandparents are the reassuring heroes in this sweet story about a boy
and girl who go on an overnight visit at their grandmother and
grandfather's farm.

My Family Tree Workbook - Rosemary A. Chorzempa 1982-01-01
Explains how to create a family tree, discussing getting started and
conducting genealogical research
My Grandparents - Thessaly Catt 2010-08
Introduces grandparents, discussing the things that they do with their
grandchildren and why they are an important part of the family.
Proselytization and Communal Self-Determination in Africa - Abdullahi
Ahmed An-Na'im 2009-05-01
This probing collection of essays bring together a stellar group of Muslim
and Christian, African and Western scholars. Together they explore the
question, Where does one community's right to commend itself to others
leave off, and another community's right to be left alone begin?
Jewish Art and Culture - Edward van Voolen 2006
"This lavishly illustrated book explores the Jewish involvement in the
visual arts over the last two thousand years. Each image tells a story
about one of the world's oldest cultures still in existence and presents a
unique insight into the multifaceted and vital world of Judaism."
"Through this often surprising collection of illustrations and texts the
reader finds out what Judaism, art and culture had to do with each other
in ancient times and still continue to do so today, and discovers that this
world belongs more to us than we had ever imagined before delving into
this book."--BOOK JACKET.
Historical Sketch of Francis C. Waid with Family Biographies - Francis C.
Waid 1886
Drawn Together - Minh Lê 2018-06-04
The recipient of six starred reviews and the APALA Asian/Pacific
American Award for Literature! Named a Best Book of 2018 by the Wall
Street Journal, NPR, Smithsonian, Kirkus Reviews, School Library
Journal, Booklist, the Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books,
BookRiot, the New York Public Library, the Chicago Public Library-and
many more! When a young boy visits his grandfather, their lack of a
common language leads to confusion, frustration, and silence. But as
they sit down to draw together, something magical happens-with a
shared love of art and storytelling, the two form a bond that goes beyond
words. With spare, direct text by Minh Lê and luminous illustrations by
Caldecott Medalist Dan Santat, this stirring picturebook about reaching
across barriers will be cherished for years to come. A Junior Library
Guild selection!
I Call My Grandparents Mom and Dad - Carilyn Rouyer 2015-11-11
Kayden calls his grandparents mom and dad because they are the ones
who raise him. He is telling his story and why other children may be in
the same position. He is letting the other children know that they are not
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